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'1J ENTEREDKieling. John, NMENV 

From: okjimblue@aol.com 

Sent: Friday, May 07,201010:14 AM 

To: Kieling, John, NMENV 

Subject: LANL Permit Thoughts from KVOT Listeners 

May 7, 2010 

John E. Kieling, Program Manager 
Hazardous Waste Bureau - New Mexico Environment Department 
2905 Rodeo Park Drive East, Building 1 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505-6303 

Dear Mr. Kieling: 

On my 1-2pm weekday talk radio show on 1340-AM, KVOT, "The Voice of Taos" (streaming live at 
www.1340kvot.com) I have often had guests on representing the Los Alamos Study Group, Concerned 
Citizens for Nuclear Safety, the Embudo Valley Monitoring Group and others. 

I have also had non-aligned individuals speaking live in studio and calling in live expressing their desires 
that NMED hold Los Alamos National Laboratories strictly accountable regarding that organization's 
environmental responsibilities. Your input on the show would also be welcome anytime. 

From those broadcasting experiences, I am confident that many of our listeners strongly support the items 
listed below. Yes, you have no doubt seen the letter below many times by now, but I can assure you that 
there are many concerned and active citizens in our region who wholeheartedly agree with its points. 

I am certain they will support you in applying a firm hand to LANL regarding their impacts on our 
regional and state environment. 

Thank you, 

Jim Ball 
okjimblue@ao1.com 
505-50 1-9787 (cell) 

1340, KVOT, "The Voice of Taos" 
DMC Broadcasting, Inc. 

»»»»»»»»»»» 

May 7, 2010 

Dear Mr. Kieling, 

I make the following public comments about the February 2,2010 revised draft Hazardous Waste Permit 
for Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), which will allow the Department of Energy (DOE) and 
LANL to handle V4 million pounds of hazardous waste each year during the 10-year permit. 

1. I support the NMED denial of LANL's permit applications for the open air burning of 
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hazardous waste. LANL has been on notice for more than 21 years that the public does not want them to use our 
air for disposal of hazardous waste. IfDOEILANL needs to continue to burn hazardous waste, there are 
alternatives, including confined burn facilities that are designed to capture the emissions. Any permit for 
confined burned facilities must include limits on the amount and types ofwaste to be burned, as well as the 
frequency. 

I support NMED requiring DOEILANL to install confined burn facilities as an alternative to open burning 
before the permit is finalized. The permit must include limits as to the type and amount ofwaste and the 
frequency of the burns. 

2. Public Participation Must Be Early, Often, Meaningful and Continuous. The Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) issued enhanced public participation requirements for early, often, meaningful and 
continuous contact with the public about the cleanup of the LANL dumpsites. The 25 dumps contain "legacy 
waste," which are dangerous mixtures of wastes contaminated with chemicals and radiation. NMED, DOE and 
LANL have been lax in fulfilling the public participation requirements, such as holding public meetings, 
providing documents, and informing the public of opportunities for input into decision-making. 

The permit must include requirements for NMED and DOEILANL to provide enhanced participation as 
required by EPA for early, often, continuous and meaningful contact with the public about both the 
Compliance Order on Consent (Consent Order) and the Final LANL Permit. 

3. DOEILANL is required to establish an Information Repository where permit documents are readily 
available to the public. NMED is only requiring LANL to create a virtual (electronic) repository. Previous drafts 
of the permit required both a virtual and physical repository. EPA supports a physical Information 
Repository. 

As an act of Restorative Justice and in order to meet the needs of both urban and rural communities and future 
generations, NMED must require DOEILANL to establish both a physical Information Repository in the 
Espanola Valley, as well as a virtual (electronic) Information Repository before the permit is finalized. 

4. Emergency Management, Planning, Preparedness and Response. Over the past 10 years, serious 
deficiencies in the DOEILANL Emergency Management and Response Division have been found by several 
government auditing agencies, including the DOE Inspector General, the Government Accountability Office 
and the Defense Nuclear Facility Safety Board. The reports described serious problems with LANL fire 
protection before the Cerro Grande Fire of 2000. The new reports describe the ongoing failure to provide fire 
protection. 

I object to NMED allowing DOEILANL to continue hazardous waste operations without meeting the 
emergency management, planning, preparedness and response requirements. NMED must conduct a full 
investigation into the recommendations of the expert reports and require their implementation before the 
permit is finalized. 

5. Seismic Hazard on the Seismically Active Volcanic Pajarito Plateau. A 2007 report described a 50% 
increase in the seismic hazard at LANL. It identified many deficiencies in the knowledge of the seismic hazard 
and made recommendations for further field studies. It also identified the failure of DOEILANL to install and 
operate a reliable network of seismic instruments (seismometers) to accurately monitor the seismic hazard from 
ground motions. The current network consists of only seismometers at three locations that are not kept in 
calibration. 

I object to NMED allowing DOEILANL to continue hazardous waste operations without the necessary field 
studies and without a reliable network of seismometers. NMED must conduct a full investigation into the 
recommendations of these seismic reviews before the permit is finalized. 

6. Financial Assurance Requirements. DOE/LANL and its contractor do not want to provide the financial 
documents to ensure that funding is available to cleanup the contaminated facilities at LANL when they are done 
using them. 
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I support NMED requirements in the revised draft permit that DOEILANL must meet all of the financial 
assurance requirements for each of the 24 hazardous waste management units. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Ball 
227 Kit Carson Road 
Taos, NM 87571 

okjimblue@aol.com 
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